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Abstract

Personality traits like neuroticism show both continuity and change across adolescence and adulthood, with most pronounced
changes occurring in young adulthood. It has been assumed, but insufficiently examined, that trait changes occur gradually over
the years through the accumulation of daily experiences. The current longitudinal measurement burst study examined (a) how
changes in average momentary stress reactivity are coupled with changes in trait neuroticism, (b) the extent to which this co upling
is specific to stress reactivity and neuroticism, and (c) the extent to which there are age differences in the association between
changes in stress reactivity and changes in neuroticism. Participants ( 𝑁 = 581; 50% male) between 14 and 86 years of age
completed up to 3 waves (T1–T3) of Big Five trait questionnaires and experience-sampling assessments during 6 years. During
each three-week experience-sampling period, participants reported their momentary affect and occurrences of hassles on average
55 times. Latent change models showed that increases over time in affective reactivity to daily hassles were associated with
increases in neuroticism. This effect was consistent from T1 to T2 as well as from T2 to T3, and most pronounced in young
adulthood. Importantly, the results were specific to associations between stress reactivity and neuroticism because changes in
frequency of hassles in daily life did not predict changes in neuroticism, and stress reactivity did not consistently predict changes in
the other Big Five traits. The findings help to inform theoretical models that outline how short-term states might contribute to
gradual longer-term changes in traits like neuroticism.
Keywords: ambulatory assessment, Big Five, lifespan personality development, state-trait association, stress
Supplementary material to this article is available. For more information see http://hdl.handle.net/21.11116/0000-0009-1189-9.
By now it has been well documented that neuroticism and other personality traits change noticeably in their absolute mean-level
over the life span, especially in young adulthood (e.g., Atherton et al., 2020; Damian et al., 2019; Roberts et al., 2006). Previous
research linked such personality development to normative and non-normative life events (Bleidorn et al., 2018; Lüdtke et al.,
2011); yet the specific processes underlying how self-perceptions of traits change over time have been theorized (Geukes et al.,
2017; Roberts, 2006; Roberts & Jackson, 2008; Wrzus & Roberts, 2017), yet have scarcely been examined empirically.
The current study addresses this knowledge gap and the processes assumed to underlie changes in neuroticism. Specifically, we
examine (a) how changes in momentary affective reactions to stressful situations in everyday life are coupled with longitudinal
development of people’s self-perceived neuroticism, that is, their respective trait self-concept, (b) the extent to which state-trait
couplings are specific to affective reactivity and neuroticism or extend to other states and other Big Five traits, and (c) how the
state-trait couplings differ from adolescence through young adulthood into middle and late adulthood when often less pronounced
mean-level changes are observed (Atherton et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 2006). The study focuses on neuroticism and affective
processes because cross-sectional associations between stronger momentary stress reactions with higher neuroticism are wellestablished (Barlow et al., 2014; Mroczek & Almeida, 2004; Suls & Martin, 2005).

Publications based on the same samples addressed different research questions and are listed in the Method section. Materials and scripts are
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Furthermore, individual differences in neuroticism are highly relevant for people’s health (e.g., Friedman et al., 2010; Stephan et al.,
2017), thus shedding light on the processes that might contribute to longitudinal changes in neuroticism is also of practical
relevance.

Theoretical Background

Development of Neuroticism Over the Adult Life Span

Neuroticism can be defined as relatively stable individual differences in the tendency to experience negative affect (e.g., anxiety,
sadness), to more readily perceive situations as threatening or stressful, and to respond quickly and strongly to such situations with
greater negative affect (e.g., Eysenck, 1947; Suls & Martin, 2005). Importantly, self-reported neuroticism refers to people’s explicit
self-concept of their predisposition to interpret and react to their environment in a certain way. Thus, self-reported neuroticism is
thus not necessarily equivalent to peoples’ actual everyday experiences of affective states, such as intense negative affect. If selfconcepts and average momentary experiences were identical constructs, it would mean that people accurately aggregate their
momentary responses to form and report on their self-concept, or that people always feel and behave according to their
generalized self-concept. However, empirical evidence contradicts this assumption (Augustine & Larsen, 2012; Fleeson &
Gallagher, 2009).
This distinction between states and traits is reflected also in the measurement of these constructs. States (thoughts, feelin gs,
behavior) are measured using momentary reports or observations, whereas personality traits are often measured with
questionnaires that capture the explicit, or propositional, representation of personality in general (Back & Nestler, in pres s;
Robinson & Clore, 2002). Robinson and Clore (2002) demonstrate that momentary assessments of specific daily experiences
obtained with experience sampling methodology (ESM) measures and global self-report measures, such as the neuroticism scale,
tap representations of different memory systems (Robinson & Clore, 2002). Whereas assessments of momentary experiences
measure representations in episodic memory, classic dispositional trait measures assess self-representations based in semantic
memory. Thus, states and traits are theoretically and empirically distinct (Fleeson & Gallagher, 2009; Robinson & Clore, 2002;
Steyer et al., 1990) but assumed to be linked such that individuals with specific trait levels are more likely to experience certain
states in particular situations. For example, higher self-reported trait neuroticism is moderately associated with higher average
negative affect in daily life (average correlation across 12 studies 𝑟 = .53; Fleeson & Gallagher, 2009; see also Augustine &
Larsen, 2012; Horstmann & Rauthmann, 2020). Aggregating across momentary assessments therefore does not yield measures
that are conceptually equivalent to dispositional trait measures. As a consequence, the intriguing question is raised: How do
repeated momentary affective experiences relate to (changes in) generalized self-concepts of neuroticism?
Although neuroticism is conceptualized as a relatively stable trait (Costa & McCrae, 1988; Eysenck, 1947), rank-order and meanlevel changes can occur across the entire (adult) life span (Lucas & Donnellan, 2011; Roberts et al., 2006). For example, during
adolescence no significant mean-level change is observed on average, yet significant interindividual variation in changes occurs:
some adolescents increase in neuroticism, whereas others remain stable or decrease (Borghuis et al., 2020; Göllner et al., 2017;
Luan et al., 2017). During emerging adulthood, neuroticism decreases substantially, again with significant interindividual va riation in
change (e.g., Atherton et al., 2020; Lüdtke et al., 2011; Roberts et al., 2006). Furthermore, during middle and later adulthood,
moderate decreases and stability in neuroticism occur (Allemand et al., 2008, 2010; Atherton et al., 2020; Roberts et al., 20 06).
Regarding old age, some studies report little change in neuroticism (Allemand et al., 2008), whereas other studies report increases
(Graham et al., 2020; Kandler et al., 2015). Differences between studies might result from sample differences in health as he alth
impairments have been linked to increased neuroticism among older adults (Mueller et al., 2017). In summary, although age
trajectories in Big Five traits, including neuroticism, have been described often, research on the underlying developmental
processes has largely focused on life events, but scarcely on daily life experiences.

Processes of Trait Development With a Specific Focus on Neuroticism

Changes in neuroticism have been linked to normative as well as idiographic stressful life events (e.g., Bleidorn, 2015; Jeronimus
et al., 2013, 2014; Lüdtke et al., 2011; Neyer & Asendorpf, 2001; Riese et al., 2014). For example, experiencing stressful events
such as work, college or relationship problems or severe illnesses is associated with increases in neuroticism during adolescence
or young adulthood (Deventer et al., 2019; Jeronimus et al., 2013; Lüdtke et al., 2011). Most previous studies examined how life
events are related to changes in neuroticism across several years (e.g., Bleidorn et al., 2018; Jeronimus et al., 2014; Le at al.,
2014). These studies typically assessed general and retrospective reports of life events, such as whether a stable relationship
began or ended (Lüdtke et al., 2011; Neyer & Asendorpf, 2001) or general stressful work conditions (Lüdtke et al., 2011). Thu s,
these studies could not rule out response biases, for example, rating oneself as higher in neuroticism when simultaneously
reporting negative life events such as relationship problems. More importantly, the designs of the previous studies on life e vents
were not suited to test the theorized processes that repeated momentary daily life experiences may be associated with trait
changes (e.g., Fleeson & Jayawickreme, 2015; Geukes et al., 2017; Roberts, 2018; Wrzus & Roberts, 2017) because momentary
daily experiences were not measured in those studies.
Recent theoretical accounts argue that personality traits such as neuroticism are dynamically and reciprocally linked to daily life
experiences (Baumert et al., 2017; Geukes et al., 2017; Magnusson, 1990; Roberts et al., 2008; Wrzus & Roberts, 2017). That is,
traits are not only viewed as dispositions that describe or contribute to the likelihood of certain experiences and behaviors in daily
life, but such experiences and behaviors continuously contribute to trait development and thus the structure of perso nality traits
(e.g., Baumert et al., 2017; Roberts, 2018; Wrzus & Roberts, 2017). For example, people higher in neuroticism generally
experience more stressful situations in daily life (i.e., hassle occurrence or exposure; Suls & Martin, 2005; Suls et al., 1998) and
respond with
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greater negative affect to such hassles (e.g., Bolger & Schilling, 1991; Bolger & Zuckerman, 1995; Mroczek & Almeida, 2004). Yet,
much less is known from empirical studies regarding the theoretically postulated reverse directionality of daily experiences
predicting trait changes.
Among adolescents, higher negative affect and conflicts with friends were associated with increases in neuroticism (Borghuis et
al., 2020). Yet, this study is inconclusive as to which key components of the negative affect experience (i.e., general negative
affect, negative affect reactivity to hassles, and/or more frequent experiences of daily hassles) could be the driving forc e(s) for
changes in neuroticism. We argue that the occurrence of daily hassles alone, or more generally stressful life events, is not sufficient
to elicit trait change because personality change presumably depends on the affective and behavioral response. Such responses
likely differ among individuals because people appraise the same life events differently (Lüdtke et al., 2011). For example,
experiencing a divorce seems to be inconsistently related to changes in neuroticism or extraversion (Bleidorn et al., 2018; Costa et
al., 2000; Denissen et al., 2019). The inconsistency might result because some people (but not others) experience increased
worries and sadness related to the relationship dissolution and some people (but not others) engage in more social activities.
Previous research, which demonstrated effects of stressful life events on personality development (e.g., Jeronimus et al., 20 13),
could not disentangle the occurrence of stressful events from stress reactions because affective reactions to the stressful events
were not assessed. Also, repeated states (e.g., negative affect) could change traits in a bottom-up process, without depending on
specific situation-state contingencies. We thus examine whether general negative affect states (in the absence of hassles) are
sufficient to predict changes in neuroticism. In doing so, we aim to clarify whether the experience of negative affect in gen eral, the
mere occurrence of hassles, and/or affective reactions to hassles are central for understanding long-term changes in neuroticism.
Such knowledge would offer more precise insights on the potential processes underlying personality development.
Theoretically, experiencing negative affect and affective reactions to hassles should be specifically coupled with changes in trait
neuroticism because these states are not indicative of other traits, such as open-mindedness (Baumert et al., 2017; Wrzus &
Roberts, 2017). Yet, this assumption has not been tested empirically, as previous studies on state-trait couplings focused
specifically on neuroticism (Borghuis et al., 2020; Denissen et al., 2020). Previous studies on retrospectively reported average
conflict frequency in social relationships additionally observed associations with changes in agreeableness and conscientiousness
(Deventer et al., 2019; Mund & Neyer, 2014). This lack of specificity in interpersonal conflicts-personality trait associations might be
due to the fact that conflicts were assessed in these studies with retrospective reports and concurrently with personality traits.
Shared report biases (e.g., negativity) might thus have contributed to both reports and increase the similarity in ratings.
Finally, the previous work in this area (e.g., Borghuis et al., 2020; Denissen et al., 2020) has focused primarily on late
adolescence or young adulthood samples—leaving open to what extent results are specific to these age periods or if results can be
generalized to other phases of the adult life span. Although adolescence and young adulthood are assumed to be particularly
relevant phases for personality development (McCrae et al., 1999; Roberts & Davis, 2016; Roberts et al., 2006), further resea rch is
needed to elucidate the extent to which a state-trait coupling weakens across adulthood and old age as theoretical propositions on
life span personality development suggest (Caspi et al., 2005; Wrzus & Roberts, 2017). Thus, life span samples are necessary to
estimate the generalizability of, or differences in, the strength of the associations between changes in repeated negative affect in
daily life and in trait neuroticism.

Age Differences in Coupling Between Stress Reactivity and Neuroticism Across the Adult Life Span

For most personality traits, developmental changes are more pronounced during young adulthood compared with middle
adulthood (Roberts et al., 2006; Roberts & Mroczek, 2008). Personality change is still possible across middle to later adulth ood,
although the amount of change might be reduced for several reasons (for review: Wrzus & Roberts, 2017). For example, social
roles and daily situations are assumed to be more established in middle adulthood compared with younger ages (Caspi et al.,
2005; Hutteman et al., 2014; Roberts & Damian, 2019; Weber et al., 2020). More stable social roles and daily experiences are also
assumed to contribute to more established identities and self-concepts because people behave more consistently. For example,
switching jobs or romantic partners typically involves new experiences and behaviors that vary across contexts, whereas being in
the same job and marital relationship involves more consistency in daily experiences and behaviors (Hutteman et al., 2014; Roberts
& Wood, 2006; Roberts & Damian, 2019; Wrzus & Roberts, 2017). At the moment, these are theoretical considerations with limited
empirical evidence (e.g., Denissen et al., 2014).
Examining patterns of age differences in mean-level change in neuroticism or stress reactivity offers no definitive conclusions on
how changes in state-trait couplings differ across adulthood. Although empirical evidence quite consistently points toward agerelated decreases in neuroticism in older adulthood (Atherton et al., 2020; Damian et al., 2019; Roberts et al., 2006), evidence on
age differences and developmental changes in the occurrence of stressful situations and stress reactivity are mixed (Sliwinski et al.,
2009; Stawski et al., 2019). To date, one study has examined age differences in the association between neuroticism and later
stress reactivity and showed that the association between higher stress reactivity with higher neuroticism was more pronounced the
older people were (Mroczek & Almeida, 2004). Yet, age differences in the coupling between daily stress reactivity and neuroticism
over time have not been examined.
Theories postulate that older age is associated with more established (social) environments and self-concepts, as well as more
pronounced personality-congruent states, so the coupling between momentary affective experiences and changes in personality
traits could be less pronounced with older age (Wrzus & Roberts, 2017). Correspondingly, the sociogenomic theory (Roberts, 2018)
also posits that young adulthood, but not adolescence or middle adulthood, might be a critical period for trait development. So far,
empirical investigations are rare whether associations between experiences in daily life and personality trait changes differ with
age. For example, changes in neuroticism related to daily negative affect have only been examined among adolescents (Borghuis
et
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al., 2020). Longitudinal associations between changes in openness and retrospectively reported cultural activities, such as visiting
a concert or theater play, did not vary with age in an adult life span sample (Schwaba et al., 2018). However, the generalize d
retrospective reports of activities of this previous study and the multigroup approach to test age moderation might have limited the
power to detect age moderation. For this last research question, which examines to what extent the strength of the associatio ns
between changes in repeated daily stress reactivity and in trait neuroticism differ across the adult life span, we thus derive our
hypothesis based on theoretical grounds.

The Present Study

Although several theoretical and conceptual models postulate (e.g., Geukes et al., 2017; Roberts et al., 2017; Wrzus & Roberts,
2017) that momentary daily experiences are coupled with long-term developmental change in Big Five traits, comprehensive
knowledge and strong empirical support for these models are still scarce. In the current study, we focus on momentary negative
affective experiences and neuroticism and aim to contribute novel knowledge regarding their developmental coupling, as well as
the specificity of the examined states, Big Five traits, and life span age period—complementing and extending previous work on
affect-neuroticism couplings (Borghuis et al., 2020).
Proceeding from the outlined considerations, we derived the following hypotheses: Hypothesis 1: Increases in average affective
reactivity to daily hassles are associated with corresponding increases in neuroticism over several years. Hypothesis 2: This
association is less pronounced with older age. To test whether affective reactions to momentary hassles are central for neuro ticism
development, we examine hassle occurrence and habitual negative affect as alternative predictors of change in neuroticism. We
predicted that merely experiencing hassles (i.e., hassle occurrence) would not be related to changes in neuroticism (Hypothes is 3a)
and that habitual negative affect in daily life (in the absence of hassles) would be associated with changes in neuroticism rather
weakly (Hypothesis 3b). To further examine the specificity of the stress reactivity–neuroticism coupling, we tested the effects of
stress reactivity on the other Big Five traits, that is, extraversion, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness. Hypothesis 4:
We expected that no consistent effects exist because stress reactivity is theoretically most closely linked to neuroticism. These
hypotheses were tested in an age-heterogeneous, longitudinal experience-sampling study that repeatedly assessed Big Five traits
as well as momentary affect and hassles in daily life over six years. Such a longitudinal measurement-burst design allowed us to
examine coupling between momentary affective states and longitudinal changes in personality traits.

Method

Open Science Information

We embrace the values of openness and transparency in science (Schönbrodt et al., 2015; osf.io/4dvkw). We therefore report the
determination of the sample size, assessed variables, further articles using the same data sets, exclusion of data (none), as well as
adjustment of outliers, and its effects on the analyses.
The sample sizes were determined based on the research questions of previous publications (see next paragraph). For the
current analyses, we used all available data. Documentation of assessed variables as well as scripts and outputs of data analyses
are provided on https://osf.io/65d2f/. Data cannot be openly accessible because of missing permission from participants and
ongoing work with the data set.
No previous publication based on this data set addressed the longitudinal development of Big Five traits. Previous publicatio ns
used single waves of the project to examine age differences in hassle responsiveness (Wrzus et al., 2013, 2015), affective
experiences (Luong et al., 2016; Riediger et al., 2009, 2011, 2014), or daily activities (Weber et al., 2020; Wrzus et al., 2016).
Further details on previous publications are available on https://osf.io/65d2f/.

Participants

The 581 participants were part of the longitudinal Multi-Method Ambulatory Assessment project (MMAA; e.g., Riediger, 2018) with
three waves of assessments which occurred in 2007 (time 1 = T1), 2010 (time 2 = T2), and 2013 (time 3 = T3). At T1, a fieldwork
agency recruited 378 participants from three German regions (Berlin, Duesseldorf, and Munich). Twenty-two trained interviewers,
who later conducted the data collection, recruited participants from their neighborhoods and extended networks. Recruitment
followed the predefined criteria of sample size (for T1 𝑛 = 360), stratifying the sample by age, gender, and educational level, and
excluding family members to ensure independence of the participants. To replace dropouts and include younger adolescents into
the study, new participants were recruited for T2 (2010; 𝑛 = 176) and T3 (2013; 𝑛 = 27). Altogether 581 participants (50.4% male)
took part in at least two assessments. At T1, participants ranged in age from 14.0 to 86.5 years (𝑀 = 42.5, 𝑆𝐷 = 19.0). The number
of participants per age decade was about balanced, with 15% of participants per decade, except for participants older than 70
years, which accounted for 7% of the T1 sample (see Figure S1 in the online supplemental materials for distribution of age across
the sample); 24.1% of adult participants held a college or university degree.

Procedure

At each wave T1 to T3, participants completed computerized questionnaires to assess demographic information and personality
traits, cognitive tests, and further questionnaires, and participants took part in a subsequent experience sampling methodolo gy
(ESM) period over three weeks (see Riediger, 2018). The average T1 and T2 interval was 3.3 years (𝑆𝐷 = .2 years) and the
average T2 and T3 interval was 2.5 years (𝑆𝐷 = .2). During the ESM periods, participants were instructed to answer brief
questionnaires on mobile phones six times a day for 9 days over the course of 3 weeks. During participants’ waking hours, the
mobile phones prompted participants to answer questions displayed on the phone approximately 2 hr apart—the exact timing was
randomized so that participants were unaware when the next assessment would occur (see Riediger, 2018; Riediger et al., 2009 for
further details on ESM assessments). Participants completed on average 54.9 (𝑆𝐷 = 4.1), 55.1 (𝑆𝐷 = 4.8), and 55.8 (𝑆𝐷 = 4.8)
ESM assessments
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at T1, T2, and T3, respectively. After each wave, participants received a reimbursement of 100 €(approximately US$135). The
Ethics Committee of the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Berlin, Germany approved all studies.

Measures

Big Five Personality Traits

The Big Five Inventory (BFI; John & Srivastava, 1999; German version: Lang et al., 2011) assesses the Big Five personality
dimensions with three items per trait, with the exception of four items for openness, using a 7-point scale (1 = does not apply to 7 =
applies totally). Neuroticism is measured with the items: I am someone who: “worries a lot,” “gets nervous easily,” and “remains
calm in tense situations” (reversed). Considering the brevity of the scales and the breadth in content, the internal consistencies for
neuroticism were acceptable for T1 ω = .63, T2 ω = .65, and T3 ω = .63. Coefficients for the other traits are reported in Table 1.
We used latent factor score modeling to account for measurement error and the differences in reliabilities.

Momentary Negative Affect (ESM)

At each momentary assessment during the ESM periods, participants rated their current negative affect (disappointed, downcast ,
angry, nervous) on a 7-point scale (0 = not at all to 6 = very much). These four affect items were assessed in all waves T1 to T3
and were included in the analyses. At T2 and T3, but not T1, we additionally assessed tense as an indicator of tense arousal
(Matthews et al., 1990) but did not include it in the analyses because of the missing at T1. For each wave T1 to T3, the pers onaverage of negative affect at ESM assessments without preceding hassles served as indicator for average negative affect. We
used assessments from even and odd days as separate indicators to be able to model negative affect as a latent predictor. The
even-odd consistencies were: T1 α = .95; T2 α = .96; T3 α = .97.

Daily Hassles (ESM)

At each momentary assessment, participants also answered whether they had “experienced or thought about anything very
unpleasant or joyless” (i.e., whether a hassle had occurred, 0 = no, 1 = yes) since the last assessment or since waking up for the
first assessment in the morning.1 For each wave T1 to T3, the person-specific proportion of assessments with reported hassles
relative to all assessments served as an indicator for hassle occurrence. Again, we used assessments from even and odd days as
indicators to specify hassle occurrence as latent variable (even-odd consistency: T1 α = .81; T2 α = .79; T3 α = .78).

Stress Reactivity Computed from Momentary Negative Affect and Daily Hassles (ESM)

Stress reactivity for each experience sampling period T1 to T3 was computed as the average difference in negative affect
between assessments with preceding hassles and without preceding hassles. This approach is conceptually and empirically nearl y
identical to modeling stress reactivity using multilevel modeling (e.g., Sliwinski et al., 2009; Stawski et al., 2019; Wrzus et al., 2013),
which has been the primary method for operationalizing stress reactivity in the literature (e.g., Luong et al., 2016). The s tress
reactivity aggregates used in the current analyses and multilevel estimates of stress reactivity showed nearly perfect agreement
(average 𝑟 = .98, range .98 - .99).2 To also model stress reactivity as a latent variable, assessments from even and odd days
served as indicators (even-odd consistency: T1 α = .47; T2 α = .36; T3 α = .49). We used aggregated data to represent the
construct of repeated stress reactivity, to be able to model both stress reactivity and traits as latent factors, and to balance the
broadness of stress reactivity and trait measurements.3

Attrition Analyses

To assess sample selectivity attributable to attrition, we compared T1 participants who continued participation (𝑛 = 174) with
those who did not participate at T2 and/or T3 (𝑛 = 204). Participants who remained in the study did not differ from participants who
dropped out with respect to: age, 𝑑 = .15, p = .16; neuroticism, 𝑑 = .14, p = .22; extraversion, 𝑑 = −.06, p = .60; openness, 𝑑 = .07,
𝑝 = .53; agreeableness, 𝑑 = .04, 𝑝 = .96; conscientiousness, 𝑑 = −.07, 𝑝 = .50; the number of ESM assessments completed at T1,
d = −.04, p = .70; the percentage of assessments with hassles reported at T1, d = .18, p = .08; or average negative affect during
the T1 ESM-phase, 𝑑 = .10, 𝑝 = .36. Females were slightly more likely to continue the study (59% female in group of continuers
compared with 43% female in group of dropouts, t(376) = 3.13, p = .002).
We also tested whether the assumption that data were missing at random and not related to characteristics of participants is
supported (MCAR = missing completely at random; Little, 1988).
1

Participants also indicated whether the hassle concerned work, other persons, health-issues, ﬁnancial issues, the future, daily annoyances, or
other. We did not conduct analyses separately for these different types of hassles because the within-person change over time could not be estimated
reliably based on the scarce occurrence of speciﬁc hassle types.
2
We estimated stress reactivity in two-level multilevel models, where momentary experiences (Level 1) were nested within participants (Level
2). Momentary negative affect (NA) was predicted on the within-person level by a dummy-coded variable, whether a hassle had occurred (0 = no,
1 = yes) before the assessment (Bolger & Zuckerman, 1995; Stawski et al., 2019). The intercept of the model can be interpreted as average baseline
negative affect when no previous hassle occurred, and the slope (i.e., coefﬁcient of the dummy-variable) can be interpreted as average difference
in negative affect when a hassle had occurred compared with the baseline affect. Modeling stress reactivity using a dummy-coded predictor of
negative affect in multilevel models is conceptually and empirically nearly identical to our approach. In contrast to difference scores, dummy-coded
predictors are not criticized and commonly used in pre–post designs (Hoffman & Rovine, 2007). The main critique pertaining to difference
scores is that they obscure baseline differences (e.g., Edwards, 2001), and researchers have been advised to include baseline information. This
baseline corresponds to the intercept in the case of dummy-coded predictors (Cohen et al., 2003). We were interested in the effect of the
slopes, and we additionally analyzed whether any effects in changes in neuroticism were attributable to baseline differences (i.e., the intercept)
instead of reactivity (Table 3).
3
Previous research on personality-social relationship transactions concluded that personality traits are measured as generalizations across
several situations on a more “aggregated” and abstract level compared with speciﬁc social relationships, which makes it difﬁcult to ﬁnd effects from
speciﬁc relationships on abstract traits (Neyer & Asendorpf, 2001; Mund & Neyer, 2014). This consideration also applies for stress reactivity, and
aggregation partly solves the problem of different levels of speciﬁcity.
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Note. ω = internal consistency of items (McNeish, 2018). Correlations in bold are significant with 𝑝 <.05.
a
Person-average proportion (across an experience-sampling period) of occasions with reported hassles. b Person-average (across an
experience-sampling period) of negative affect at occasions without hassles. c Person-average (across an experience-sampling period) of
negative affect at occasions with hassles compared with occasions without hassles. d Scatterplots depicting age differences at T1 are presented
in Figure S2 in the online supplemental materials.

Using all items of every assessment T1 to T3 used in the main analyses, we found that the MCAR assumption was supported
because the test for “nonrandomness” was not significant, χ2(7770) = 7699.13, 𝑝 = .71.

Analytic Strategy

Our main hypotheses were that increases in momentary negative affect after hassle occurrences (i.e., stress reactivity) are
associated with increases in neuroticism (Hypothesis 1), and that this effect is less pronounced with older age (Hypothesis 2). We
tested the hypotheses by specifying a latent change-to-change bivariate model (Grimm et al., 2012), whereby mean-level changes
in aggregated momentary measurements of stress reactivity were associated with changes in trait measurements of neuroticism,
and age moderated the effects (see Figure 1). The inclusion of age as a moderator represents an extension of the original model
(Grimm et al., 2012) and a test of how such state-trait couplings may differ with age, as postulated theoretically (Roberts, 2018;
Wrzus & Roberts, 2017). Because the large age range of the sample (i.e., 14–86 years), we examined linear as well as combined
linear and quadratic age effects and divided the age variable by 10. This linear transformation rescaled variances and coeffi cients
and facilitated model convergence. Accordingly, the effects of age are interpreted as change by 1 decade.
As in the original model (Grimm et al., 2012), we modeled latent differences between adjacent time points to represent within person changes in stress reactivity between time points (i.e., second-order latent change models, Figure 1). Instead of modeling
change from T1 to T3 with one change factor (e.g., as in latent growth analyses, McArdle, 2009), we modeled change from T1 to
T2 and from T2 to T3 separately to be able to replicate effects over time and to distinguish discontinuous change processes from
continuous linear change. Internal replication should occur if changes in stress reactivity were coupled consistently with changes in
neuroticism over the two assessment periods. We applied indicator-specific method factors for neuroticism and the other Big Five
traits because such method factors are more parsimonious and have better psychometric properties compared with correlated
residuals (Figure 1; Geiser & Lockhart, 2012). In addition, we conducted supplementary analyses using latent growth mod els with
one continuous growth factor and report the results in Table S3 in the online supplemental materials.
In general, personality as well as hassle and affective measurements were modeled as latent factors at each wave T1 to T3 wit h
factor loadings and indicator intercepts constrained to be equal across the three waves to measure “true change” instead of change
in measurements (see Table S1 in the online supplemental materials for confirmation of strong or even strict measurement
invariance). Using latent factors provides the advantage of controlling measurement error. Latent factors for stress reactivity and
the other momentary ESM-based constructs were indicated by person-averages of odd and even days for stress reactivity
(Hypothesis 1, 2, and 4), hassle occurrence (proportion of all assessments; Hypothesis 3a), or negative affect (Hypothesis 3b).
All models were computed using the MLR estimator in Mplus Version 6.1 to allow for missing data and provide robust standard
errors (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2010). Model fits of the measurement models were evaluated based on the full information
maximum likelihood estimator (FIML) and the conventional criteria 𝜒2, root-mean-square errors of approximation (RMSEA), and
comparative fit indices (CFI; Marsh et al., 2005). RMSEA values below .08 and .05 and CFI values greater than .90 and .95 are
suggested as guidelines for acceptable and excellent fit to the data, respectively (Marsh et al., 2005). The structural model s
included latent interactions and therefore only comparative fit indices could be reported.
Distribution analyses demonstrated normal distribution and no outliers (𝑀 ± 3 𝑆𝐷) in the central variables, except for a few
outliers (< 1.5% of cases) in proportions of hassle occurrence. Therefore, we conducted all analyses with the original variables. For
analyses using proportion hassle occurrence, three, two, and five outliers were winsorized (𝑀 + 3 𝑆𝐷) for T1, T2, or T3,
respectively, which led to the same pattern of results as analyses with the original values. No participants were excluded from the
analyses.

Results

Table 1 shows means, standard deviations, and zero-order correlations among the study variables at T1. Zero-order correlations
for all three time points T1, T2, T3 are presented in Table S2 in the online supplemental materials. Mean level changes and
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Note. ESM = experience sampling method (i.e., repeated assessments per day); NA = negative affect; T = time; IS = Item-speciﬁc method
factor (Grimm et al., 2012). Variances and residual variances are omitted in the ﬁgure to improve clarity but were estimated for all indicators
and latent variables with the exception of negative residual variances, which were set to zero.

temporal (in)stability based on manifest variables are reported in Table 2. For the current research question, individual differences
(i.e., variance) in mean-level change were more important than the average changes in traits. The variances in mean-level change
were statistically significant with p < .05 for neuroticism and significant with p < .01 for the other traits in both assessment periods.
Figure S3 in the online supplemental materials displays spaghetti plots of individual change based on observed values. The rankorder correlation between assessments reached expected values for neuroticism given the three-year intervals of the assessments
and the heterogeneity of the sample. Preliminary analyses showed that based on the criteria provided by Marsh and colleagues
(2005), strong factorial invariance over time held for all latent models for neuroticism, momentary affect, and hassle measurements
(see Table S1 in the online supplemental materials) and was therefore applied in the structural models.
Next, we report the results on Hypothesis 1, which predicted that increases in negative affect reactivity to momentary hassles
would be associated with long-term increases in neuroticism, and that these effects would be weaker with older age (Hypothesis 2).
We then describe results for Hypothesis 3a, that changes in the mere occurrence of daily hassles would not be related to changes
in neuroticism, and Hypothesis 3b that changes in average negative affect when no hassles occurred would show weaker
associations with changes in neuroticism compared with changes in stress reactivity. Finally, we tested the prediction that changes
in stress reactivity would be associated with changes in neuroticism, but not in extraversion, openness, or conscientiousness, or
agreeableness (Hypothesis 4).

Changes in Momentary Stress Reactivity Were Associated With Long-Term Change in Neuroticism, With
Effects Being Less Pronounced With Older Age
To test Hypothesis 1, we specified bivariate latent change models, whereby changes in negative affect reactivity to daily has sles
from T1 to T2 and from T2 to T3, predicted changes in neuroticism from T1 to T2 or T2 to T3, respectively. Age was included a s a
continuous moderator of these associations to test Hypothesis 2 (see Figure 1). In describing the results, we first focus on the
coefficients central to the hypothesis and then explain further coefficients from the same model (see Figure 2)
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Note. d = standardized mean difference; positive values represent an increase between time periods. 𝑟12 =
correlation between T1 and T2. 𝑟23 = correlation between T2 and T3. Correlations in bold are significant with
𝑝 <.05. a Person-average proportion (across an experience-sampling period) of occasions with reported
hassles. b Person-average (across an experience-sampling period) of negative affect at occasions without
hassles. c Person-average (across an experience-sampling period) of negative affect at occasions with
hassles compared with occasions without hassles.

As predicted in Hypothesis 1, people who increased (decreased) in negative affect stress reactivity over approximately three
years, also increased (decreased, respectively) in self-reported neuroticism. This effect was moderated by age in both change
periods: For the first period from T1 to T2, effect of changes in stress reactivity on changes in neuroticism bT1T2 = .96, 95% CI [.47, 2.38], 𝑝 = .094, age-by-stress reactivity bT1T2 = −.09, [−.17, −.004], 𝑝 = .020 (see Figure 2). That is, for participants at the
average sample age of 43 years, increases in stress reactivity of .10, which corresponds to the average increase in stress reactivity
from T1 to T2 (see Figure 2), were associated with an average increase in neuroticism of .096 (.96*.10), that is, about .08 𝑆𝐷
observed at T1 (Table 1, i.e., .096/1.23). With respect to the moderating effects of age, the change in neuroticism was by −.09 or
about 10% less pronounced (i.e., −.09/.96) with each successively older age decade into middle and late adulthood.
The effects were internally replicated for the second period from T2 to T3: main effect stress reactivity bT1T2 = 1.06, 95% CI [.10,
2.03], 𝑝 = .015, age-by-stress reactivity bT1T2 = -.11, [−.19, −.02], 𝑝 = .006 (see Figure 2). That is, for this study period, an
average increase of .10 in stress reactivity were associated with an average increase in neuroticism of .106 (1.06 × .10), that is,
about

Note. Coefﬁcients are unstandardized path coefﬁcients. Indicators of latent factors and method factors are not depicted to enhance
clarity but were estimated in the models. Age LSQ is modeled as linear combination of the linear and quadratic age effect. T = time. For
coefﬁcients in larger and bold font is 𝑝 <.05.
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.09 SD observed at T1 (Table 1; i.e., .106/1.23). With respect to the moderating effects of age, the change in neuroticism was by
−.11 or again about 10% less pronounced (i.e., −.11/1.06) with each successively older age decade into middle and late
adulthood. Estimation of simple slopes showed that the effects of stress reactivity on neuroticism were strongest for people around
29.8 years and then less pronounced with older age, generally consistent with Hypothesis 2.
Concerning further effects of neuroticism and stress reactivity, the higher neuroticism was at T1, the greater was the average
negative affect stress reactivity at T1, 𝑏 = .13, 95% 𝐶𝐼 [.04, .22], 𝑝 = .004. On average, neuroticism increased somewhat from T1 to
T2, intercept 𝑏 = .30, 95% 𝐶𝐼 [.05, .52], 𝑝 = .019, but did not change substantially on average between T2 and T3, 𝑏 = −.20,
95% 𝐶𝐼 [−.44, .04], 𝑝 = .102. Also, stress reactivity did not change on average: T1-T2 𝑏 = −.11, 95% 𝐶𝐼 [−.25, .01], 𝑝 = .145; T2T3 𝑏 = .10, 95% 𝐶𝐼 [−.05, .22], 𝑝 = .186. Previous changes in affective stress reactivity between T1 and T2 did not significantly
predict changes in affective stress reactivity between T2 and T3, 𝑏 = −.09, 95% 𝐶𝐼 [−.25, .06]. Similarly, earlier changes in
neuroticism did not predict further changes in neuroticism (𝑏 = −.04, 95% 𝐶𝐼 [−.45, .38], Figure 2).

Specificity of Predictors: Occurrence of Daily Hassles Did Not Predict Changes in Neuroticism

We computed similar latent change models as before (Figure 1, see the Analytic Strategy section) to test whether changes in the
occurrence of hassles (Hypothesis 3a) or average negative affect in daily life (Hypothesis 3b) predict longer-term changes in
neuroticism. Table 3 summarizes the unstandardized path coefficients for the two latent change models.

Hassle Occurrence

At T1, the occurrence of hassles in daily life was positively correlated with neuroticism: With higher scores in neuroticism, people
reported more hassles in daily life (Table 3, first column, path a). As expected, changes in hassle occurrence did not significantly
predict changes in neuroticism from T1 to T2 or T2 to T3 and age did not significantly moderate these effects (Table 3, first column,
paths d–g). As before, changes in earlier neuroticism did not predict further changes in neuroticism (Table 3, first column, path h).
In contrast, people, for whom hassle occurrence increased from T1 to T2 decreased after T2 in experiencing hassles (Table 3, first
column, path i).

Negative Affect

At T1, with higher scores in neuroticism, people reported on average more intense negative affect in daily life situations without
preceding hassles (Table 3, second column, path a). Increases in average negative affect predicted increases in neuroticism f rom
T1 to T2, but not from T2 to T3 (Table 3, second column, paths d and f). There were no significant age moderation effects of the
association between changes in average negative affect and neuroticism (Table 3, second column, paths e and g). Again, change s
in earlier neuroticism did not predict further changes in neuroticism (Table 3, second column, path h). People, who increased in
average negative affect from T1 to T2 decreased after T2 in experiencing negative affect (Table 3, second column, path i).

Specificity of Outcomes: Stress Reactivity Did Not Predict Changes in Extraversion, Openness, and
Conscientiousness

Similar latent change models as before (Figure 1, see the Analytic Strategy section) were used to examine whether changes in
the stress reactivity in daily life predict longer-term changes in the other Big Five traits (Hypothesis 4). Table 4 summarizes the
unstandardized path coefficients.
Changes in stress reactivity in daily life did not significantly predict changes in extraversion, openness, or conscientiousness
during the next six years, as we hypothesized in H4. This lack of evidence of these specific state-trait coupling was consistent
across both study periods T1 → T2 and T2 → T3 (Table 4, paths d and f). In

Note. Hassle = hassle occurrence; NA = negative affect; AIC = Akaike Information Criterion; BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion. The table
presents selected model coefficients. Loadings on latent factors are not presented. Letters 𝑎– 𝑖 refer to the paths depicted in Figure 1. Bold
coefficients 𝑝 < .05.
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Note. AIC = Akaike Information Criterion; BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion. Table presents selected model coefficients. Loadings on
latent factors are not presented. Letters 𝑎– 𝑖 refer to the paths depicted in Figure 1. Bold coefficients 𝑝 < .05.

addition, the age of participants did not significantly moderate effects of stress reactivity on extraversion, openness, or
conscientiousness (Table 4, paths e and g).
Replicating previous age differences and developmental changes in Big Five traits, with older age, extraversion and openness to
new experiences were somewhat lower (𝑏 = −.03, 95% CI [−.05, −.01], 𝑏 = −.02, 95% CI [−.05, .00], respectively) and
conscientiousness was higher, 𝑏 = .02, 95% CI [.01,.04]. Longitudinally, conscientiousness increased from T1 to T2, 𝑏 = .17,
95% CI [.01, .33], 𝑑 = .31, 𝑝 < .01, and this increase was less pronounced with older age, (Table 4, path b). Longitudinal changes
in hassles reactivity were generally small and more pronounced with older age (Table 4, path c).
Unexpectedly, people who increased in negative affect stress reactivity from T1 to T2 also increased in self-reported
agreeableness, but less so with older age (Table 4, paths d and e). Simple slopes analyses revealed that increases in stress
reactivity were associated with increases in trait agreeableness only for people between 14.7 and 44.8 years. For people, older
than 69.4 years, increases in stress reactivity were associated with decreases in agreeableness. From T2 to T3, effects of st ress
reactivity on trait agreeableness were only significant for people older than 68.1 years (see Table 4).

Summary of Results

In sum, increases in affective reactivity to hassles were associated with increases in neuroticism over six years. The effect s were
evident for both of the three-year intervals and after young adulthood less pronounced with older age, that is, only statistically
significant during adolescence and young adulthood. Importantly, the coupling between daily stress reactivity and neuroticism was
rather specific for both states and traits: (a) Changes in the mere occurrence of hassles in daily life were not significantly associated
with changes in neuroticism, and changes in average negative affect in daily life were associated with changes in neuroticism only
moderately from T1 to T2. Yet confidence intervals of estimates overlapped both across time intervals and with confidence intervals
of estimates for stress reactivity. (b) Stress reactivity in daily life did not significantly predict changes in extraversion , openness and
conscientiousness during the next six years. For agreeableness, a small age-specific effect of stress reactivity occurred from T1 to
T2.

Discussion

The current study examined age differences in longitudinal state-trait coupling of affective experiences and neuroticism over six
years. The findings offer support for the theoretical predictions that average stress reactivity, that is, repeated short -term states that
occur after trait-relevant situations (e.g., stressful situations) are one potential process of long-term personality development, such
as for neuroticism (Borghuis et al., 2020; Fleeson & Jayawickreme, 2015; Roberts, 2018; Wrzus & Roberts, 2017) and that these
couplings are most pronounced early in adulthood. Previous studies focused on the reverse effect that higher neuroticism predicts
more frequent hassle experiences, and more intense negative affect reactivity to hassles in daily life (Bolger & Zuckerman, 1 995;
Mroczek & Almeida, 2004; Suls & Martin, 2005). We next discuss that changes in neuroticism were coupled spec ifically with
affective reactivity to hassles in daily life and why this coupling could be most pronounced in young adulthood compared with later
adulthood. Furthermore, we elaborate on the specificity of states, that is, affective experiences, for the development of neuroticism
compared with other Big Five traits. We discuss that although our findings provide an important initial test of processes proposed in
theories (e.g., Baumert et al., 2017; Geukes et al., 2017; Roberts, 2018, Wrzus & Roberts, 2017), the directionality or causality of
effects cannot be definitively ascertained from the current observational findings and conclude with limitations of the curre nt study
and future directions.

Daily Life Stress Reactivity and Changes in Neuroticism Are Most Strongly Coupled in Young Adulthood

As hypothesized, increases in average stress reactivity were associated with increases in neuroticism among adolescents and
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young adults consistently across both study periods. A sample average increase in stress reactivity was associated with an
estimated increase in trait neuroticism of about 1/10 SD. Another study observed about one standard deviation change in
neuroticism over 50 years (Damian et al., 2019). Thus, although the effect size observed in the current study may seem relati vely
small, it was observed over only three years. Regarding potential underlying mechanisms, it is possible that people reflect on how
they responded to hassle situations—either stayed relaxed or became angry or disappointed—and adjust their self-perception
accordingly of being more or less neurotic after repeatedly observing themselves responding differently than they did before. This
idea is consistent with previous results on average daily negative affect being associated with longitudinal changes in neuroticism
among adolescents and young adults (Borghuis et al., 2020). Similarly, daily negative affect predicted changes in self-concepts of
neuroticism over one month among young adults (Denissen et al., 2020). Although one month may be too short to consider
changes in neuroticism as stable developmental changes, the results also demonstrate the malleability of self-concepts through
previous experiences beyond concurrent state influences (Denissen et al., 2020). In contrast to these two studies, the curren t study
tested the specificity of both state predictors and trait outcomes and included not only adolescents or young adults, but a wider
age-range to examine adult age differences in the state-trait coupling. Also, the current study focused on momentary assessments
of hassles and negative affect instead of daily experiences as in previous studies (Borghuis et al., 2020; Denissen et al., 2020) to
further reduce reporting biases in negative affective experiences (Robinson & Clore, 2002), which are especially pronounced
among younger adults (Neubauer et al., 2020).
Based on theoretical assumptions that trait self-concepts and daily life contexts are more variable during young adulthood
compared with later periods of adulthood (Caspi et al., 2005; Roberts, 2018; Roberts & Mroczek, 2008; Wrzus & Roberts, 2017),
we assumed and observed that couplings between momentary stress reactivity and changes in neuroticism were most pronounced
in young adulthood. The current study partly supports these contextual explanations because changes in hassle occurrence as o ne
context feature were somewhat more pronounced among younger compared with older adults. In addition, momentary experiences
might be less strongly related to personality traits with older age because people are assumed to be better able to select an d create
situations that match their trait levels, thus elicit states that correspond to and consolidate trait levels (e.g., Buss, 1987; Dickens &
Flynn, 2001; Wrzus & Roberts, 2017). So far, empirical evidence supporting the assumption of higher personality-situation fit with
older age is scarce (Mueller et al., 2019; Wrzus et al., 2016), likely because people of all ages experience constraints in selecting or
avoiding situations, especially hassles. The current results do not necessarily generalize to very old age, that is, people older than
about 80 years. Some studies observed increases in neuroticism (Graham et al., 2020; Kandler et al., 2015) and also higher stress
reactivity in old age (Mroczek & Almeida, 2004; Sliwinski et al., 2009; Wrzus et al., 2013), which could suggest a closer coupling
among stress reactivity and neuroticism again in this age period. In summary, the current study integrated multiple time scal es of
data from momentary affective experiences, to self-concept changes over three and six years, and age differences that span a
large proportion of the human life span from adolescence to old age. The findings demonstrate that integrating such different time
scales offers intriguing insights into how personality traits develop across the life span.
As expected, the mere occurrence of hassles was not associated with changes in neuroticism. This is congruent with the
theoretical considerations that neuroticism specifically concerns affective reactivity to stressful situations (e.g., Costa & McCrae,
1992; Suls & Martin, 2005) and merely being in stressful situations does not increase neuroticism if people do not respond with
distress (i.e., increased negative affect). This finding is especially noteworthy as previous studies linked changes in neuroticism to
the occurrence of stressful life events (Jeronimus et al., 2013, 2014; Riese et al., 2014). The current findings suggest that the
effects of stressful events might indicate that people experience repeated increased negative affect in daily life (i.e., str ess
reactivity), which might mediate effects of stressful life events on the development of neuroticism, but were not assessed in
previous large-scale longitudinal panel studies.
The current and previous studies (Borghuis et al., 2020; Denissen et al., 2020) also found some predictive effects of general
negative affect on increases in neuroticism. The previous studies did not control situational characteristics and thus increased
negative affect might have partly occurred together with unmeasured situational hassles. In the current study, negative affect in
situations without specific previous hassles also predicted changes in neuroticism. One explanation could be that negative af fect
was higher than usual because people were still occupied with an earlier hassle (Wrzus et al., 2015) or anticipated an upcoming
hassle (Neubauer et al., 2018; Scott et al., 2019), and such prolonged or premature stress reactivity also contributes to cha nges in
neuroticism. As specified in current frameworks on processes of personality development (Roberts, 2018; Wrzus, 2020; Wrzus &
Roberts, 2017), situations and situation-state couplings need to be examined concurrently as predictors of trait development.
Consistent with previous studies (Bolger & Zuckerman, 1995; Suls & Martin, 2005), higher initial levels of neuroticism were
associated with stronger average stress reactivity, with more frequent hassle occurrences, and with higher average negative a ffect
at the first assessment occasion. We also tested, but did not find, that neuroticism predicted longitudinal changes in stress reactivity
or hassle occurrences. This suggests that over the observed time frames neuroticism did not work as a self-reinforcing system,
whereby higher self-perceived trait levels lead to increases in stress reactivity, which then again foster higher neuroticism. Instead,
it seems that trait development might be a combination of transient and lasting changes (i.e., elastic & pliable patterns, Roberts,
2018; see discussion of Future Directions).

Specificity of Stress Reactivity for the Development of Neuroticism

Based on theoretical considerations of the relative independence among Big Five traits (Goldberg, 2001; Soto & John, 2017) an d
little correlated longitudinal change (Soto & John, 2017), we expected momentary stress reactivity to be a specific predictor for
changes in neuroticism, with little associations with, and predictive value for, the other Big Five traits. As described initially, most
studies assessed hassles, such as interpersonal conflicts, and behavior in retrospective reports together with trait ratings, which
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might have caused spill-over effects, that is enhanced similarity in reports of traits and behaviors. This methodological difference
has to be considered when relating the current results to previous findings. For example, higher remembered conflict freque ncy
with romantic partners, family, or friends was associated with lower concurrent levels of emotional stability (i.e., higher n euroticism),
and also agreeableness, and conscientiousness (Deventer et al., 2019; Mund & Neyer, 2014). Yet, retrospective conflict frequency
only predicted future increases in neuroticism, but not in the other Big Five traits (Deventer et al., 2019; Mund & Neyer, 2014).
Previous studies examining daily affect solely reported results for neuroticism, and therefore the specificity of results for
neuroticism is unknown. In the current study, we found some evidence that increases in negative affect after hassles, which were
mainly interpersonal conflicts (Wrzus et al., 2013), were only associated with increases in neuroticism, but also in agreeableness
among adolescents at least for the first time period. We can only speculate on potential explanations: Perhaps increased stre ss
reactivity especially in interpersonal situations facilitates interpersonal skills and empathy among adolescents and young adults.
The items to measure agreeableness in the current study asked for considerate and nice interpersonal behavior as well as being
able to forgive others (John & Srivastava, 1999; Lang et al., 2011). Clearly, because this finding was unexpected, it awaits further
replication and explanation. We observed no significant associations for the other three Big Five traits, which suggests some
specificity of the stress reactivity-neuroticism coupling. Specificity of states and traits is highly important from both a conceptual and
a practical point of view: to inform researchers which experiences matter for specific personality traits, and to inform practitioners
whether tackling stress reactivity might (accidently) change open-mindedness in addition to neuroticism.
Because momentary negative affect and stress reactivity seem less relevant for the further Big Five traits, other trait -specific
states might predict their development (Quintus et al., 2020). For example, achievement behavior such as retrospectively assessed
time spent studying at the end of high school was specifically related to increases in conscientiousness (Bleidorn, 2015). Am ong
college first-year students, extraversion increased over the course of three months the more sociable the students behaved (van
Zalk et al., 2020). Intervention studies that focus on volitional personality development also support the assumption that traitspecific behaviors are necessary to elicit the intended trait change and few cross-trait effects occur (e.g., Hudson et al., 2018;
Stieger et al., 2020). Yet these studies typically covered few months and future studies are needed that examine the longer -term
stability of trait changes.

Limitations and Future Directions

The current research linked changes in average momentary stress reactivity to long-term changes in trait neuroticism in a sixyear longitudinal study with repeated experience sampling phases and a large age-heterogeneous sample. Still, some limitations
need to be discussed. Future studies should focus on what causes increases in stress reactivity and might be additional factors
contributing to changes in self-concepts of neuroticism. In the current study, initial levels of neuroticism were associated with more
frequent reports of hassles and more pronounced stress reactivity initially, but neither initial neuroticism levels nor increases in
stress reactivity during the first three years accounted for changes in stress reactivity over the next three years. Also, pe ople initially
lower in agreeableness or conscientiousness showed stronger stress reactivity. These associations might result from increased
interpersonal or work problems due to being less cooperative or reliable than others. In addition, changes in what constitute s a
hassle may drive changes in stress reactivity and consequently increases in neuroticism; that is, what has not been stressful before
can be perceived as stressful a few years later. In the current study, age was nonlinearly associated with changes in stress
reactivity with decreasing stress reactivity among adolescents and young adults, no substantial change in middle adulthood, and
increases among older adults. Neither the current research nor previous self-report or observational research on hassles can rule
out changes in perceptual or biological stress thresholds as alternative explanation for changes in stress reactivity (Mroczek &
Almeida, 2004; Sliwinski et al., 2009; Wrzus et al., 2013). Yet, even in controlled laboratory settings, people appraise and respond
to the same stressful event in different ways (e.g., Luong & Charles, 2014). This emphasizes the highly subjective nature of stress
perception and stress responses (Lazarus, 1999).
Additionally, biological changes might contribute to stronger stress reactivity as well as to changes in neuroticism directly. For
example, biological models of depression (McEwen, 2012; Slavich & Irwin, 2014) argue that inflammatory processes related to
stress elicit “sickness behavior” such as withdrawal, resting, hypersomnia, and hyperalertness, which is highly comparable to
depressivity (a facet of neuroticism). The current study assessed neuroticism with a short scale, which did not allow disting uishing
between facets of neuroticism (e.g., depressivity/withdrawal, volatility; DeYoung et al., 2007). Also, we did not assess hormonal or
epigenetic markers of stress responses (Cacioppo et al., 1995; Denson et al., 2009; Provenzi et al., 2016) but focused instead on
stress reactivity as one specific mechanism of neuroticism change, which is compatible with and might even explain effects of other
influencing factors such as stressful life events (Jeronimus et al., 2013; Riese et al., 2014) and partnership transitions (Finn et al.,
2015; Lehnart et al., 2010; Neyer & Asendorpf, 2001; Wagner et al., 2015).
A potential methodological limitation is the relatively low odd–even reliability of average stress reactivity, though these results are
comparable to other studies (Neubauer et al., 2019). The low day-to-day reliability might result from affective responses being
rather variable from day to day because of contextual (e.g., different types of hassles; Hay & Diehl, 2010), psychological (e.g.,
differences in emotion regulations efficacy, Bellingtier et al., 2020; Luong et al., 2016), and biological factors (e.g., different
response thresholds), as well as measurement error. We addressed potential measurement error by specifying stress reactivity as
a latent construct in SEM and observed evidence for the predicted associations between changes in average stress reactivity and
neuroticism, despite the relatively lower reliability of this measure.
Despite using a strong longitudinal measurement burst design, we cannot determine the directionality or causal pathways
because stress reactivity has not been altered under controlled experimental conditions. Future experimental studies could also
examine more closely whether average stress reactivity (as in the current study), peak responses, most recent responses, or linear
increases over
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time in states contribute most strongly to changes in self-concepts (e.g., see Denissen et al., 2020 for correlational effects over one
month). Perhaps the states that most strongly predict subsequent changes in self-concepts would also differ across individuals or
time, depending on other factors such as comparison standards, reflective processes, ease of habit formation, or characterist ics of
the hassles (for review see Wrzus, 2020; Wrzus & Roberts, 2017). For example, the TESSERA framework (Wrzus & Roberts,
2017) and the Social Signal Transduction Theory (Slavich & Irwin, 2014) both postulate that social situations or social hassl es may
lead to more pronounced changes in traits, and neuroticism in particular. In addition, it is possible that traits and states show
continuous bidirectional effects: For example, stress reactions in one situation might not only be coupled with the current s elfconcept, but also slightly alter the self-concept, which then contributes to changes in subsequent stress reactions. Such immediate
changes in self-concepts may not be long-lasting (especially if overwritten with later experiences) or detectable with trait
questionnaires. Yet, if feasible approaches for measuring trait self-concepts on a microlevel are developed (e.g., changes from
minute to minute or even shorter), bidirectional effects could be examined on smaller time scales than currently done with ES M and
trait questionnaires.
Finally, despite covering two study periods of about three years, the current investigation cannot disentangle whether observed
changes reflected elastic or pliable changes in neuroticism (Roberts, 2018). Elastic changes describe changes that are lasting for
an extended period of time, but not permanently, whereas pliable changes refer to permanent changes (Roberts, 2018). It might be
possible in the current study that for some people, decreased stress reactivity was accompanied by enduring decreases in
neuroticism, whereas for other people, changes over three years reflected elastic but not lasting changes. Even if consistent
change (i.e., development) could be observed over several years and decades, it would still be possible that trait development is
multidirectional, for example, showing increases in neuroticism toward the end of life although neuroticism generally decreas es
across adulthood (Graham et al., 2020; Kandler et al., 2015). Thus, future studies on trait development are needed that examine
which part of traits are changing and for how long as well as potential predictors and specific time scales of when changes
correspond to fluctuating, elastic, or pliable processes (Roberts, 2018).

Conclusion

This study innovatively examined age differences in state-trait couplings, specifically in how changes in average momentary
affective experiences in reaction to daily hassles are associated with long-term trait changes in neuroticism differently across
adulthood. The results extend earlier findings on long-term trait changes by providing insight into potential short-term processes
underlying long-term trait changes and how they might differ over the life span, although further empirical work is needed to find
further evidence for the assumed causal mechanisms. Given the relevance of neuroticism for a broad range of health issues
(Lahey, 2009), the current findings offer a potential route for interventions that target malleable daily experiences, which build the
capacity for modifying traits, which are more difficult to alter directly.
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